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Today

1. Phase 3 of the Company Task (20 min)

2. EIA-presentations Groups 2 & 4 (50 min)

Break 10 min

3. EIA-presentations Groups 1 & 3 (50 min)

4. EIA self- and peer evaluation instructions + Feedback (30 min)



Task 2, phase 3: combining the sectors

Markus Heikkinen
Suvi Ahopelto
Oredia Omoghomion
Hannu Saarentaus
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Ayotola Osuntola Marika Riikonen
Esteban Martinez Guerrero Anne Kuulas
Inkeri Seppälä Elina Alanärä
Rebecca Reis Elmira Brooshan

Discuss and write down key points (15 minutes):
1. Compare your definitions for the criteria of Planetary Wellbeing Index and definition of 

Planetary Wellbeing? What similarities/differences you find?  
2. What differences and similarities you can find in sustainability implementation of your 

companies? How about similarities/differences in what is lacking?

If you have time, discuss also (no need to write):
• What were your expectations regarding the companies’ sustainability implementation before the task? 

Were you surprised/disappointed about what you found? Was the task easy / challenging, why?
• What were the key learnings for you from this task?

Discussion in 2 groups:



EIA Presentations

Presentation time 20 minutes + 5 min for discussion

1. Group 4: Ali, Elmira, Suvi

2. Group 2: Inkeri, Rebecca, Osuntola, Esteban

Break

3. Group 1: Markus, Hannu, Omoghomion

4. Group 3: Anne, Marika, Elina
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Feedback

Written feedback + online feedback (sent automatically by email)

= extra 3 points.

30 minutes for written feedback now.
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Self and peer assessment
The self and peer assessment covers 40% of the total Assignment score. The scale for the assessment is 0-5 (0-
30points), in addition to which you need to give a verbal explanation for the given grade.

When grading, take into account the following issues, and write main points in the verbal assessment:

- Interaction in the group: How actively the member takes part in the conversations and keeps the discussion on 
track, does the member have constructive ideas on how to proceed in the task, how independently the member 
works and how much s/he helps others, how well the member listens to others' suggestions and point of views 
and takes them into account. 

- Quality of the contribution: How well the member's own part of the task was done, how did the member use 
his/her previous knowledge that was needed in the task (SDGs, Planetary/social boundaries), was the own part 
done in agreed schedule?

- Main strengths and weaknesses in this assignment and in teamwork

Evaluate yourself and your team members by this Friday, 14th Dec in: 
https://link.webropolsurveys.com/S/C7FA97781F54F4F1
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Thank you for the course!
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https://suomenluonto.fi/uutiset/vahemman-kuluttavaa-joulua/


